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Due to laek of a definite theory, sealing is used in most eases to deseribe turbulent 
fiows within a generalized frame work. This approach has been applied also with 
mueh sueeess to the ease of atmospherie turbulenee. Here, we give a review of the 
various sealing approaehes that have been developed for various regions and for 
various stability eonditions in the dry atmospherie boundary layer. Where possible 
we have eompared the sealing found in the atmosphere with the results found in 
the laboratory for engineering fiows. 

1 Introduction 

In general terms a boundary layer is a thin layer adjacent to a surface in a 
flow at high Reynolds numbers. Across this layer the flow adjusts from the 
boundary condition at the surface to the flow conditions outside the boundary 
layer. In engineering applications one encounters such boundary layer over any 
object that moves in a fluid. Examples are an airplane, ship or a car. In the 
atmosphere, the term boundary layer is used with more or less a similar mean
ing. Here, it is the layer, which is thin with respect to the thickness of the total 
atmosphere and across which meteorological variables, such as wind velocity, 
temperature and humidity, adjust from their values in the free-atmosphere to 
their boundary conditions at the earth's surface. 

Both in engineering and in the meteorology one wants to understand 
the flow process in the boundary layer in order to predict the transport of 
various variables. In the engineering examples mentioned above, this is mostly 



the transport of momentum which when integrated over the whole surface 
results in one of the contributions to the drag of the moving object. In the 
atmosphere one is , apart from the momentum transport, usually also inter
ested in the vertical transport of heat and humidity. These transport processes 
determine the fluxes of momentum, heat and humidity from the surface into 
the free atmosphere and these fluxes are among the major forcing terms for 
all atmospheric motions. 

The fluxes of the meteorologie al variables mentioned above are directly 
responsible for the vertical profiles of these variables. It will be clear that 
these profiles will depend strongly on the process that determines vertical 
transport in the atmospheric boundary layer. This process is in general tur
buience. Therefore, the study of the atmospheric boundary layer is almost 
synonym with a study of atmospheric turbulence. In this respect the study 
of atmospheric boundary layer is again close to engineering fluid mechanics 
where the flow is usually also turbulent . In engineering one has applied the 
notions of similarity theory and dimensions analysis for a long time and with 
much success. Therefore, it seems reasonable to expect that the same approach 
may be also fruitful for the study of atmospheric turbulence. 

In a similarity or sealing approach one tries to identify sealing regimes of 
the atmospheric boundary layer. In each of these sealing regimes some physi
cal process usually dominates. This allows us in many cases to introduce some 
simplifications or approximations in our description of the boundary layer. 
One of these simplifications is that we can distinguish so-called prototypes, 
which are representative for the boundary layer under some particular meteo
rological condition. These prototypes, which we shall discuss in some detail in 
the following sections , are: the surface layer, the neutral boundary layer, the 
convective boundary layer and the stabie boundary layer. Our discussion is 
limited to the so-called dry boundary layer, i.e. we shall disregard the influence 
of condens at ion and evaporation on boundary-Iayer dynamics. Moreover, we 
shall also limit ourselves to a so-called horizontally homogeneous conditions 
which means that there is no variation of turbulence statistics in the horizon
tal direction. 

We should mention here that although the similarity approach in engi
neering has a long tradition, its application to turbulence in the atmospheric 
boundary layer has developed only over the last decades. Nevertheless it has 
been very successful in describing several aspects of the horizontally homo
geneous boundary layer under various conditions. The results of this sealing 
approach for the structure and the dynamics of the atmospheric boundary 
layer has been described in various textbooks (Stull , 1988; Arya, 1988; Gar
ratt, 1992) and also in various review articles (Wyngaard, 1988; Wyngaard, 
1992; Nieuwstadt , 1995; Nieuwstadt and Duynkerke, 1996). In this chapter we 
will give an overview of sealing in the atmospheric boundary layer where we 
aim in particular to concentrate on the similarities and differences of sealing 
in the atmosphere with sealing in engineering. We ask ourselves the question: 
is turbulence in engineering and in the atmosphere similar? This is an inter-
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esting and important question to be answered in view of the faet that in the 
atmospherie boundary layer the Reynolds number is in general mueh larger 
than in engineering applieations. 

2 Similarity Theory 

2.1 A tmospheric Turbulence 

In this seetion we eonsider the proeesses that determine atmospherie turbu
lenee and based on whieh we ean apply sealing. Sealing ean be interpreted 
as a selection of a region in parameter spaee where the boundary-Iayer struc
ture or its dynamies is dominated by only a few (preferably a single) physieal 
proeess( es), i.e. few eompared to the total number of proeesses that ean play 
a role in the boundary layer. This faet implies that variables ean be sealed 
in terms of these dominating proeesses only or rather in terms of the sealing 
parameters by whieh these proeesses ean be eharaeterized. In most cases this 
permits us to derive simplified expressions for the various meteorologie al vari
ables. Before we ean diseuss the various sealings of the atmospherie boundary 
layer we must first introduce the main sealing parameters. 

As stressed above, sealing parameters must eharaeterize physieal pro
cesses. One of these is the eonsequenee of no-slip boundary condition for the 
velocity at the surface. As aresuit the velocity must vary as a function of 
height and under the conditions that exist in the atmosphere, sueh velo city 
variation or velocity shear is unstable and eonsequently pro duces turbulenee. 
This production proeess of turbulenee is gene rally known as shear production. 
As parameter to eharaeterize this proeess, we select the shear stress that the 
atmosphere experienees at the surface. This shear stress is denoted as To from 
whieh we ean obtain a velocity seale u* , defined as 

(1) 

where p is the density of the air. This velo city seale is known as the friction 
velo city. It (or To itself) ean be used to eharaeterize turbulenee due to shear 
production in the boundary layer. 

Another proeess that determines turbulenee in the atmospherie bound
ary layer, is so-ealled buoyaney product ion. This proeess is related to motion of 
fluid elements with a different density than their surrounding due to the accel
eration of gravity g. These density variations are in the atmospherie boundary 
layer the result of the temperature fluetuations whieh result from a heat flux 
imposed at the surface, Ho expressed in [W /m2]. Let us first eonsider a pos-
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itive heat flux, i.e. heat is introduced in the boundary layer at the surface. 
This heat flux will cause an increase in temperature ne ar the surface or al
ternatively a decrease in density. Due to the acceleration of gravity this less 
dense air will tend to rise. For the conditions found in the atmosphere, this 
process is unstable and turbulence is generated. The other case is a negative 
surface heat flux, i.e. heat is removed from the boundary layer. The air near 
the surface will then be cooled and consequently its density increases. This 
situation is characterized as stabIe because the heavy air will resist vertical 
motion. As aresuIt turbulence mot ion is opposed and in that case one would 
rat her speak of buoyant destruction. 

It is clear the buoyant production or destruction is characterized by 
the surface heat flux Ho. However, a more convenient sealing parameter is the 
surface temperature flux which is related to Ho according to w'(J' 0 = Ho/ pCp 

where cp is the specific heat of air at constant pressure. The overbar indicates 
that we are considering a mean value and the prime denotes a (turbulent) 
fluctuation. Based on the temperature flux w'(J' 0' we can also define a temper
ature scale (J. which is defined as (J. = - w'(J' o/u •. With help of the parameters 
u. and (J. we can define a length scale L given by 

(2) 

where Ta (K) is the absolute temperature of the boundary layer (the com
bination 9 /To is sometimes denoted as the buoyancy parameter because it 
describes the vertical acceleration caused by a temperature fluctuation of 1 
K). The k is a constant known as the Von-Karman constant which will be dis
cussed in more detail below. The L given by (2) is called the Obukhov length 
scale. It can be interpreted as the height above the surface where buoyancy 
production starts to dominate over shear production. This interpretation will 
become clear in section 3.2 where we introduce the dimensionless ratio z/ L 
where z is the height above the surface. 

In view of our finding of a length sc ale as parameter to describe the 
relative importance of the two production processes of atmospheric turbu
lence, it seems useful to search for ot her length scales. It is a fact that the 
macro structure of turbulence scales with the geometry in which turbulence 
occurs. In our case this geometry can be characterized by 8 which is defined as 
the depth of the turbulent layer above the surface and is called the boundary
layer height. Here we have used for this characteristic length scale the notation 
which is commonly used in engineering flows. The notation in atmospheric ap
plications for the boundary-Iayer height is usually either h or Zi. The latter 
notation makes clear that the boundary-Iayer height is frequently connected 
to the height of an elevated temperature inversion. 

If one considers the structure of the boundary layer it is clear that the 
height z above the surface must also play a role. With the other two length 
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Fig. L Sealing regions in the eonveetive (w'8'o > 0) and stable (w'8'o < 0) boundary 
layerj the lines denote the boundaries between the various sealing regimes (af ter 
Holtslag and Nieuwstadt, 1986). 

scales introduced above we can now define two dimensionless combinations. 
These are z/o and 0/ L. The parameter z/o gives the location in the boundary 
layer. The region near the surface, i.e. z/o :S 0.1, is usually denoted as the 
surface layer. The parameter 0/ L can be interpreted as a stability parame
ter which gives the relative importance of buoyancy product ion with respect 
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to shear product ion within the boundary layer. A values of 8/ L < 0 im
plies W'()'o > 0 so that buoyaney pro duces turbulenee. For the case that this 
production proeess dominates (i.e. -8/ L » 1) we eall the boundary layer 
eonveetive. When 8/ L > 0 or W'()'o < 0 buoyaney destroys turbulenee and we 
eall the boundary layer stabie. For a value of 8/ L around zero density effects 
will have small influenee on the structure and dynamies of the boundary layer. 
This case is identified as a neutral boundary layer. 

We ean use both ratios 8/ Land Z / 8 to define sealing regimes in the 
boundary layer. These sealing regimes are illustrated in Figure 1, af ter Holt
slag and Nieuwstadt(1986). The sealing regimes ean be interpreted as regions 
where boundary-Iayer turbulenee ean be typified in terms of a limited num
ber of parameters. However , the sealing parameters introdueed above are not 
always sufficient to deseribe all conditions or proeesses in the atmospherie 
boundary layer. For instanee horizontal variation in the boundary conditions 
sueh as for the surface heat flux , requires an additionallength seale. Descrip
tion of the surface eharacteristies requires also a length seale for whieh the 
roughness length Zo is usually taken. 

2.2 Comparison with Engineering Turbulence 

In order to eompare results obtained in the atmospherie boundary layer with 
results obtained in engineering flows we must use parameters whieh ean be 
defined for both cases. The flow conditions in an engineering boundary layer 
are usually characterized by the Reynolds number Rem = Ue8m/v. 
Here, 8m is the momentum thickness which is defined as 

(3) 

where 8 is the boundary-Iayer thickness. The Ue is the velo city at the outer 
edge of the boundary layer. 

Let us approximate the velocity profile by a logarithmic profile through
out the boundary layer: 

which satisfies the boundary conditions near the surface, i.e. z --+ Zo and at 
the top of the boundary layer: TI = Ue at z = 8. In that case the 8m becomes 
equal to 

(4) 
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For boundary-layer heights found in the atmosphere whieh vary between 100 m 
and 1000 mand for a typieal velocity of Ue = 10 mis, we find with help of (4) 
that the Rem varies between ~ 106 and 107. These values for Rem should be 
used when eomparing sealing results with engineering data. 

In the following seetions we shall eonsider the sealing of the atmospherie 
boundary layer. We limit ourselves to the horizontally homogeneous boundary 
layer, i.e. a boundary layer without any horizontal variation so that profiles 
are only a function of height. Our treatment will be organized aeeording to the 
prototypes of the boundary layer that we have mentioned in the introduction. 
For eaeh case we eonsider the eharacteristie sealing parameters and illustrate 
how we ean use them to formulate expressions for various boundary-layer 
variables. Where appropriate we will eompare the atmospherie sealing results 
with engineering data for similar flow eonditions. 

3 Surface Layer Velo city Profiles 

The surface layer is the region of the boundary layer close to the surface whieh 
is generally taken to be Z I 8 < 0.1. The main simplifieation in the background 
for this is that the boundary-layer height 8 is assumed to be no longer repre
sentative as estimate for the length sc ale of turbulenee near the surface. As 
a eonsequenee of its closeness to the surface, experiments in the surface layer 
ean be earried out fairly easily. As aresuit mueh experiment al data are avail
ab Ie for the atmospherie surface layer whieh allows a detailed eomparison of 
the atmospheric surface layer with engineering data. 

In the following subsections we eonsider the eonsequenees of the sim
plifieation that we have introdueed for the sealing of the surface layer. We 
distinguish between a neutral surface layer, i.e. a surface layer without buoy
aney production, and the diabatie surface layer where buoyaney effects are 
included. First we eonsider the mean velocity and temperature profiles and 
next the sealing of various turbulenee statistics. 

3.1 Neutral surface layer 

In view of the fact that the boundary-layer height 8 ean be omitted as sealing 
parameters, the only length seales that remain in the neutral surface layer are: 
the height above the surface z and the roughness length ZO. The u* remains 
of course as the appropriate seale for the velo city. This leads to the following 
sealing result for velo city profile 

(5) 
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Fig. 2. The logarithmic profile observed in various engineering boundary layers at 
high values of the Reynolds number; the drawn line is given by (7) with k = 0.4 
(Winter and Gaudet, 1973). 

which in engineering terminology this is called the law of the wall. It has been 
verified for a large number of flows that (5) is indeed valid and for a review 
we refer e.g. to Monin and Yaglon (1971). 

It is also well established that matching of (5) with the sealing relation
ship valid in the so-called outer layer of the boundary layer (to be discussed in 
section 5) , leads to a logarithmic velo city profile in the overlap region between 
the two sealing regions. This logarithmic profile reads 

u=-ln - , u. (Z) 
k Zo 

(6) 

where k is known as the von-Karman constant for which one in general takes 
the value k = 0.4 (see e.g. Hinze, 1975). 

For the case of an aerodynamically smooth surface Zo = 0.13511/u. so 
that (6) becomes 

u. [ (zu.) ] u = k In ---;;- + 2.0 . (7) 

This equation has been frequently verified in engineering flows. Examples are 
shown in Figure 2 en 3 where we notice that in the last case the von-Karman 
constant is found to be considerably different from the accepted value men
tioned above. The fact that one finds a different von-Karman constant which 
presumably is a universal constant, suggests that the "law of the wall" sealing 
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Fig. 3. The velocity profile observed in a pipe flow at high values of the Reynolds 
number where the Reynolds number in this case is defined as u*D/v with D the 
pipe diameter (Zagarola, 1996). The u*D/v can in this case be rewritten in terms of 
Rem with help of (4) by inserting Ij = D/2. Fitting the logarithmic velocity profile 
to these data leads to k = 0.435. 

and the resulting logarithmic velocity profile may not be as weU established 
as it seems (Barenblat, 1993) . 

A boundary layer over an aerodynamicaUy smooth surface in the atmo
sphere is the exception rather than the rule, in particular over land. However, 
recently some measurements were performed over a smooth salt flat (Folz, 
1997) . The resulting velo city profile under neutral conditions is shown in Fig
ure 4. We find that the observations are slightly larger than by using (7) with 
k = 0.4. Most probably this is due to errors in the estimate of u* which in 
this case was obtained by linear extrapolation of the velo city measured at the 
lowest observation height to zero at the surface. Nevertheless these results are 
a definite confirmation that over a smooth surface the velo city profiles in en
gineering and atmospheric boundary layers are similar. 

As stressed above, a land surface can be almost always characterized 
as fuUy rough. As one of the consequences it has been proposed by Frenzen 
and Vogel (1995) that the value of the Von-Karman constant depends on the 
roughness. However, this would be in contradiction with the sealing assump
tion of an inner and outer layer which underlies the existence of the logarithmic 
velo city profile as argued below. 

Our knowledge of turbulence above a rough surface is much less than 
over a smooth surface. Only little laboratory data on engineering flows over 
rough surface are available especially for cases representative for the atmo
spheric conditions. Here, we shall limit ourselves to discussion of only the 
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Fig. 4. The logarithmic profile observed in a atmospheric surface layer above a salt 
fiat under neutral conditions; the solid line is the logarithmic profile with k = 0.4 
and the dashed line is the linear profile valid in the viscous sublayer (Folz, 1997). 

main aspects of rough surfaces and for a more extensive review we refer to 
Raupach et al. (1991) . 

The most common approach to treat the flow above rough surfaces is to 
assume that the details of the roughness only affect turbulence in the surface 
layer and not in the layer above. This implies that the "law of the wall" (5) 
should be extended with various additional variables which characterize the 
roughness. For the case of isolated roughness elements on a flat surface, these 
are for instance the height of the individual roughness elements (h) and their 
horizontal distribution which is usually described as the front al area of an ele
ment per horizontal area (À) . For the case of vegetation one usually intro duces 
À as the leaf area index which is the cumulative Ie af area per unit ground area. 

Another complication is the fact that the origin of the z coordinate in 
(5) can no longer be taken at surface level z = O. Instead one introduces a 
displacement height d which is the mean height of momentum absorption by 
the rough surface with for a smooth surface d = 0 and for a rough surface 
with À ....... 00 the d = h. Let us assume that the matching procedure between 
the surface layer and the outer layer remains valid. This again results into a 
logarithmic profile given in this case by 

~ = ~ In (u . (z - d)) _ {~ln (u.zo ) + !:::..U (hu.jv , À)} (8) 
u. kvk v u. 

The !:::..U is called the roughness function. This function is illustrated in Fig. 5 
for various cases including laboratory experiments. We find that the !:::..uju. 
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et al., 1991). 

Fig. 6. The scaled roughness length zolh as function of À (Raupach et al., 1991) . 

increases continuously as a function of hu./ v and for large values it can be 
described very well by a logarithmic function , i.e. b.u/u. = k- 1ln(hu./v) + B 
where B is a constant . At the very high Reynolds numbers that occur in 
the atmosphere, one may assume that Reynolds similarity applies so that 
all dependence of (u) on Reynolds number should disappear. This explains 
for instance the logarithmic dependence which we noticed above for b.u/u*. 
Moreover , for these so-called fully rough flow conditions Reynolds similarity 
implies that the u. zo/v must become proportional to hu./v so that zo/h = 
f(>..). This relationship is illustrated in Fig. 6. It shows that for small values of 
À the zo/ h increase linearly with À until a maximum value is reached. Beyond 
the value of À where the maximum occurs, the zo/ h decreases again which is 
attributed to the partial sheltering of the roughness elements when they are 
very densely packed on the surface. 
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Fig. 7. The flux relationships <Pm and <Ph in the surface layer scaled according to 
Monin-Obukhov similarity where ( stands for z/ L; the lines denote empirical ex
pressions such as discussed in the text and the symbols are observations (Fleagle 
and Businger, 1980). 

3.2 Diabatic surface layer 

Including the effects of buoyancy implies that we should include the Monin
Obukhov length L (equation 2) in the sealing parameters introduced in sec
tion 3.1. Our hypothesis is that these parameters are sufficient to sc ale the 
velocity profile in the surface in terms of a universal function. This is called 
Monin-Obukhov similarity. Monin-Obukhov similarity leads to the following 
expressions for the gradient of the mean velocity and temperature: 

kz of} (z) e: oz = <Ph L ' (9) 

which are illustrated in Fig. 7. The ratio z/ L can be interpreted as describing 
the inftuence of stability effects in the surface layer. When z/ L ;::::: 0 stability 
effects can be neglected and in view of (6) this implies that <Pm(O) = 1. We see 
that this occurs for smal! values of z or for smal! values of w'f}' 0 with respect 
to u •. In other words stability effects have only effect at sufficient large values 
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of z. For a detailed discussion of these so-called flux-profile relationships we 
refer to the literature mentioned in the introduction. 

Here we drawattention to the comparison of (9) with engineering data in 
particular the data taken at conditions of free convection that is - z/ L ~ 00 . 

Atmospheric measurements suggest that in this limiting case the velo city and 
temperature gradient behave as 

(Z) ( Z) -1/4 
cfJm L ~ - L (Z) ( Z) -1/2 

cfJh L ~ - L . (10) 

These results are directly in contradiction with the main assumption of free 
convection that the mean horizont al velocity should approach zero. Also the 
temperature gradient given by (10) differs from the engineering data for free 
convection above a horizont al surface. In the latter case one finds that oB / oz ~ 
Z- 4/3 which implies cfJh ~ (- z/ L)-1 /3 rather then the results given by (10). Al
though several attempts have been made to explain this anomalous behaviour 
of cfJh in the atmosphere with respect to the laboratory (see e.g. Yaglom, 1994) , 
the problem remains largely unresolved . 

4 Surface-layer Turbulence 

4 .1 Neutral surface layer 

The main assumption made in order to scale turbulence variables in the surface 
layer goes back to (Townsend , 1961) who states that at a sufficiently large 
distance from the surface, i.e. for Z / Zo » 1, turbulence can be assumed to be 
in local equilibrium. Local equilibrium means here that the product ion and 
dissipation processes of turbulence are at a given height Z in balance. As a 
result only the u. and z remain as sealing parameters. 

This local equilibrium hypothesis is in agreement with the logarithmic 
profile introduced by matching arguments in 3.1. Namely, for the production 
of turbulence the local equilibrium sealing provides in neutral conditions 

__ ou u3 

-u'w' - = --.!. 
OZ kz ' 

which together with -u'w' ~ u; in the surface layer leads to a logarithmic 
profile. 

For turbulence statistics such as the varianees of the velocity fluctu
ations the equilibrium sealing in the neutral surface layer would imply that 
these varianees should become equal to a universal constant. Although this 
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Fig. 8. Standard deviation of the velocity fluctuations in direction along the mean 
velocity scaled with u. at various values of the Reynolds number (Fernholtz and 
Finley, 1996). 
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Fig. 9. Horizontal velocity varianee in direct ion along the mean velocity as a function 
of scaled height above a smooth surface in the neutral atmospheric surface layer 
(Folz, 1997). 

result has been long considered as controversial, recent laboratory data shown 
in Figures 8 seem indeed to show that at high values of the Reynolds number 
there is a region where the velocity fluctuations when scaled with u. become 
constant as a function of height. In the atmosphere careful measurement of 
the dependence of the velocity fluctuations with height in the neutral surface 
layer are very scarce. In (Folz, 1997) some atmospheric data taken above a 
smooth surface are reported and they are shown in Fig. 9. The data shown 
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in this figure show a reasonably constant value (Ju/u* as function of zu*/1I for 
individual experiments. However, there is a large scatter in the actual values 
between the different experiments. Moreover, the values are on the average 
larger than those obtained in the laboratory which can be partly attributed 
to effects of stability. 

In (Panofsky and Dutton, 1984) results are reported for the average 
value of the standard deviation of the velocity fluctuations in the neutral 
surface layer over flat grass land. These are: (Ju/u* = 2.39 ± 0.03, (Jv/u* = 
1.92 ± 0.05 and (Jw/u* = 1.25 ± 0.03. For (Ju , the values are in reasonable 
agreement with the laboratory data shown above. 

There is an additional difficulty when scaling the velocity variance. This 
was first pointed out by (Bradshaw, 1967) who argued that the turbulence mo
tions which contribute to the velocity variance, should be distinguished into 
active and inactive motions. These are the turbulent motions which are re
sponsible for the vertical flux of momentum, and the motions which are driven 
by large-scale eddies in the boundary layer respectively. The lat ter motions do 
not contribute to momentum transport in the surface layer. Consequently, the 
active motions can be scaled following the equilibrium hypothesis introduced 
above but the inactive motions depend rather on the boundary-layer height. 
In particular the horizont al velocity fluctuations are assumed to be influenced 
by these inactive motions. This fact would imply that the value of the hor
izontal velocity variance is strongly dependent on the type of flow that one 
considers and also on other parameters that influence the large scale motions 
within the boundary layer such as the boundary-layer height. 

Mociuzuki and Nieuwstadt (1996) provide experiment al data on the 
maximum value of (Ju/u* as collected for various flow geometries. For all ge
ometries and for a large range of Reynolds number the value 2.7 was found 
for this maximum value. This seem to be also in agree with the maximum 
values of the profiles shown in Fig. 8 and also in reasonable agreement with 
the average values for the atmosphere as quoted above. This fact contradicts 
a large contribution by inactive motions because in that case the maximum 
value of (Ju/u* would dep end on flow geometry and also on Reynolds num
ber based on the boundary-layer height . Therefore, one should conclude that 
the distinction into active and inactive motion when considering horizont al 
velocity fluctuations is not resolved. 

4.2 Diabatic surface layer 

The local equilibrium hypothesis introduced above can be also applied in this 
case. However, we have to allow for the influence of buoyancy. This can be 
accounted for wh en we add the Obukhov length L to the scaling parameters. 
The resulting scaling which again is known as Monin-Obukhov scaling, then 
leads to the following expressions for the standard deviation of the vertical 
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Fig. 10. The standard deviation of the vertical velo city fiuctuations as function of 
z/ L according to Monin-Obukhov similarity for unstable conditions, i.e. L < 0; the 
dashed lines are the expression for free convection discussed in the text; the symbols 
denote experiments (Wyngaard et al., 1971) . 

veloeity and temperature fiuetuations: 

(11) 

These relationships are eompared with atmospherie data in Fig. 10 for the 
ease of the unstable surfaee layer. We find that the data plot exeellently on 
a single curve whieh ean be eonsidered as eonfirmation of Monin-Obukhov 
similarity. When - L becomes very smalI, e.g. when W'()'o beeomes large, one 
would expeet that above eertain height the u. does not play a role any more. 
Alternatively, one eould argue that in this ease the turbulenee is dominated 
by buoyaney produetion and the u. is no longer a relevant sealing parameter. 
The only sealing parameters that remain are z and Land the only possibility 
to satisfy th is eonstraint is when the sealing relations (11) reduee to 

a() ~ (-=-) - 1/3 

(). L . (12) 

These expression are indieated in Fig. 10 for aw by the dashed line where for 
the proportionality eonstants we have used 1.8 . We find that for large values 
of - z/ L the data indeed follow the expressions given by (12). 

The expressions (12) are known to be also valid in laboratory experi
ments under so-ealled free-eonveetion eonditions. One may point out here that 
it eould be perhaps considered as surprising that the turbulenee fiuetuations 
follows the same free eonveetion sealing both in the atmosphere and the lab
oratory whereas we have found in seetion 3.2 that this is not the ease for the 
mean profiles. 
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5 Neutral boundary layer 

In the following sections we consider the scaling of the atmospheric boundary 
layer above the surface layer which we shall indicate as the outer layer. The 
scaling of the outer layer is much less weU developed than for the surface-Iayer. 
One of reasons is of course that it is much more difficult to obtain experimen
tal data in the outer layer. An exception is the experiment al data described 
by Grant (1992). Another reason is that in the outer layer the boundary-Iayer 
structure is sensitive to inftuence by ot her factors such as e.g. horizont al ad
vection. These factors will introduce additional scaling parameters so that a 
simple scaling with only a few parameters is usually not possible for the outer 
layer. 

Let us first consider the outer layer for the case of the neutral boundary 
layer. In engineering this case has been extensively studied. It has been es
tablished that the outer-Iayer velo city profile can be described by a so-called 
defect law of the form 

Ue 
- U = F (=) , 

u. 8 
(13) 

where Ue is again the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer. In general 
one assumes that in the atmospheric boundary layer a similar form as the 
defect law is valid. However, there is no convincing experiment al evidence for 
this . The reason is apart from the arguments mentioned above, also due to 
the fact that a neutral boundary layer is hardly observed in the atmosphere. 
In almost all cases the inftuence of temperature ftuctuations is non-negligible. 
To show this we introduce the Richardson number defined as 

which gives the ratio of the acceleration due to a temperature ftuctuation e' 
with respect to the turbulent acceleration u;/8. We assume that for Ri' < 0.1 
buoyancy effects can be neglected. If we take 8 = 500 m, g/To = 0.03 
m °K/s and u. = 0.3 mis, we find that this condition is only satisfied for 
()' < 610-4 oK. We must therefore conclude that even small temperature ftuc
tuations quickly lead to appearance of buoyancy effects in the boundary layer. 

Therefore, our information on the neutral atmospheric boundary layer 
comes mostly from numerical simulations. Examples are the large-eddy sim
ulations described in Mason and Thomson (1987) and Andren et al. (1994). 
These studies confirm that the velocity profile in the neutral atmospheric 
boundary layer can be described by the defect law (13) which shows that in 
the outer layer the velocity profile does not depend on surface characteristics 
such as ZO . This forms the basis for the matching procedure which leads to the 
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Fig. 11. Schematic picture of the convective boundary layer (Wyngaard, 1992) . 

logarithmic profile (6). 
With respect to the turbulence statistics one may take the same ap

proach, i.e. they are assumed to sc ale in terms of u. and 15. 

6 Convective boundary layer 

In Figure 11 we show a schematic picture of the convective boundary layer, 
i.e. w'()' 0 > O. We see that the turbulence structure is composed of large 
eddies which fiU the whole boundary layer. These eddies are a direct result 
of buoyancy production. They consist mainly of air heated up at the surface 
and they are known as thermals or plumes. The influence of shear production 
can be neglected and this means that u. plays no longer a role. Based on this 
consideration the scaling parameters for the convective boundary layer are: 
15, w. and z, where the so-called convective velocity sc ale is defined as 

(
g - )~ 

w. = T
o 

w'()'o 15 . (14) 

As a result of the high turbulence intensity in the convective boundary layer 
mixing is intensive. Consequently mean varia bles , such as velocity and tem
perature, are weU-mixed, i.e. their variation as a function of height is small. 

The scaling of aU turbulence variables in terms of the parameters given 
above is known as mixed-layer scaling. For instance for the standard devia
tion of the vertical and horizont al velo city fluctuations mixed-layer leads to 
the foUowing expressions 

(15) 
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Fig. 12. Vertical profiles of the standard deviation of vertical velocity fluctuations 
(aw ) and the horizont al velo city fluctuations (au and av ) scaled following mixed 
layer sealing; the solid lines denote empirical fits to the observations indicated by the 
symbols and the dashed the result of matching to the surface-layer sealing (Garratt, 
1992) . 

which are illustrated in Fig. 12. These results are a clear confirmation of 
mixed-layer scaling. Also laboratory experiments and numerical simulations 
give equally positive results. One may wonder whether the expressions (15) 
which are valid in the mixed-layer, can be matched to the expressions (11) 
that we have derived for the surface layer. Without going onto the details we 
find that matching leads to the following explicit profiles for the velocity and 
temperature fluctuations: 

(16) 

where the temperature sc ale T* is defined as T* = W'(}'o/W*. From Fig. 12 it is 
clear that the matching result (16) is followed by the vertical velo city fluctu
ations. In this case the matching result becomes equal to the free convection 
expression (10) that we have derived in the surface layer and which we can 
now inter pret as matching between the surface layer and outer boundary layer. 
The same is true for the temperature fluctuations. 

Matching seems to fail for the horizont al velocity fluctuations which 
according to Fig. 12 do not seem to follow an expression as given by (16). The 
explanation is that the horizontal fluctuations are primarily determined by 
the large-scale thermals which dep end on the boundary-layer height and not 
on the distance to the surface. The consequence is that the horizont al velo city 
fluctuations near the surface do not scale with the height above the surface 
but rather with O. This is the same argument as introduced in section 4.1 in 
terms of active and inactive motions. 

The consequence is that the horizont al velocity fluctuations when ex-
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Fig. 13. Schematic picture of the stabie boundary layer (Wyngaard, 1992) . 

pressed in terms of mixed-layer sealing should approach a constant for z --t 0 
which according to the results plotted in Fig. 12 is equal to 0.6. Rewriting this 
result in terms of surface-layer variables we obtain 

(Ju .v = 0.8 _ ~ 
( )

1/ 3 

u. L 

which clearly show that including inactive motions leads to a dependenee of 
surface-layer variables on overall boundary-layer parameters such as 6. 

7 StabIe boundary layer 

A schematic picture of the stabie boundary layer is shown in Fig. 13. In com
parison with the convective boundary layer illustrated in Fig. 11, we observe 
that the structure of the stabie boundary layer is completely different. Most 
noticeable is the fact that the stable boundary layer is rat her shallow and that 
there are no motions which extend from the surface to the top of the boundary 
layer. The latter result is the consequence of the stability by which vertical 
motion in a stable boundary layer is opposed. Turbulent eddies will thus be 
sm all so that their length scale e « 6. 

In a stable boundary layer only shear production remains as a source 
of turbulence and it will be clear that turbulence should be scaled in terms of 
this process. However , the correct sealing velocity is not the surface friction 
velo city u •. Because of the fact that e « 6, turbulence at each height z will be 
only determined by local processes. In other words production depends only on 
local shear and turbulence feels the inftuence of the surface only indirectly. As 
aresult the appropriate sealing parameters are: w'()', Tand z, where w'()' and 
T stand for the turbulent temperature and momentum ftuxes at some height z 
above the surface. With these parameters and the buoyancy parameter glTo 
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Fig. 14. Loeal sealing applied to the standard deviation of the vertical veloeity 
fiuetuations (aw ) (above) and the temperature fiuetuations (ao) (below); the solid 
line is seeond-order turbulenee model; each symbol denotes the average over several 
observations and the vertical lines given the variation among these observations 
(Nieuwstadt, 1984). 

we ean define a length seale 

(T / p)3/2 
A=- g_' 

k-wO 
Ta 

(17) 

whieh is known as the loeal Monin-Obukhov length. Sealing in terms of the 
parameters mentioned above is known as loeal sealing (Nieuwstadt, 1984). 
We note that loeal sealing resembles the Monin-Obukhov similarity of the 
surface layer diseussed in section 3 in whieh u* and L are used as sealing 
parameters. As a eonsequenee loeal sealing matches automatieally to Monin
Obukhov similarity when z --+ o. 

Applieation of loeal sealing to the standard deviation of the vertieal 
velo city and of the temperature fiuetuations leads to 

(18) 
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Fig. 15. The loeal sealing of the Riehardson number Ri; the solid line is seeond-order 
turbulenee model; each symbol denotes the average over several observations and 
the vertieallines given the variation among these observations (Nieuwstadt, 1984) . 

These expressions are compared with observations in Fig. 14. Taking into 
account the large scatter which is unavoidable for measurements in stabIe 
atmospheric conditions, we find reasonable confirmation for our local scaling 
approach. Another parameter to which we may apply local scaling is the so
called gradient Richardson number Ri defined as 

9 Be 

Ri = __ --;T.""o_B_z_----n 

(~~r + (~~r 
(19) 

The Ri can be interpreted as a measure of stability. According to local scaling 
Ri must be only a function of z/ A. We find in Fig 15 that on the average the 
data of Ri plot reasonable well on a single curve which is again a confirmation 
of local stability. 

We note that the curve in Fig. 15 approaches a constant value for 
z/ A --+ 00 which we denote as the critical Richardson number Ricr. This is 
characteristic for another scaling regime in the stabIe boundary layer which 
is generally called z-less scaling (see Fig 1.) . The background is that at large 
heights in the stabIe boundary layer, i.e. z/ A --+ 00 , local turbulence conditions 
are completely decoupled from direct influence of the surface. As a consequence 
the height z should drop from the list of scaling parameters introduced above. 
It implies that all locally scaled variables (such as the Richardson number) 
should approach a constant value in this limit. 

Apart from the turbulence statistics we can also consider the behaviour 
of the mean profiles in the stabIe boundary layer. Scaling relationships can 
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only be found for the case of the stationary boundary layer and for further 
discussion we refer to (Nieuwstadt, 1984) . 

Apart from the experiment al validation as mentioned above, the results 
of local sealing have been also confirmed by numerical simulation (Mason and 
Derbyshire, 1990) . Moreover in (Derbyshire, 1990) the theory of local sealing 
has been extended and it is shown that this theory implies that in a continuous 
turbulent boundary layer the surface temperature fluxes bound from above by 

Here Rif is the flux Richardson number which for the case of z-less sealing 
is proportional to Ri. Furthermore G is the geostrophic wind speed and f is 
the Coriolis parameter. The explanation for this perhaps surprising result is 
that in stabie conditions (in combination with rotation) there is a limit to the 
downward temperature flux that turbulence can support. 

Finally, we want to mention here the study reported by (Schumann 
and Gerz, 1995) where an extension to local sealing is proposed. The point of 
dep art ure is the quasi-stationary kinetic energy budget of turbulence which 
can be written as 

O=P+B+T-E. (20) 

Here P is the shear production which is always larger than zero, B is the 
buoyant production which in a stabie boundary layer is smaller than zero, 
and E is the viscous dissipation. T is the transport term. In complete local 
equilibrium T is zero by definition , but it is argued in (Schumann and Gerz, 
1995) that even a small value of T may have a non-negligible effect. 

The ratio between the energy production to the energy destruction can 
be defined as G = P/(E - B). With the help of G the budget (20) can then be 
written as T = (1 - G) (E - B) , which shows that for G = 1 the condition 
of local equilibrium is retrieved for which we have argued above that in the 
limit of z-less sealing Ri = Ricr. Next the G is parameterized as 

G = GI-Ri/RieT 
o , (21) 

which satisfies local equilibrium for Ri = RieT. The Go can be interpreted as 
the ratio between shear product ion and viscous dissipation at neutral condi
tions and it should be larger than 1 according to Schumann and Gerz. This 
implies that T < 0 for Ri < RieT and T > 0 for Ri > RieT which means en
ergy transport from regions with Ri < RieT to regions with Ri > RieT. Their 
arguments allow extension of the theory of local sealing to stronger stability 
beyond Ri = RieT. A comparison is made by (Schumann and Gerz, 1995) of 
this theory both with atmospheric and engineering data. The agreement is 
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satisfactory and this shows that the effect of stabIe conditions in engineering 
and atmospheric flows can be described within the same theoretical frame 
work. 

8 Final Remarks 

Based on identification of the physical processes that determine turbulence, we 
have reviewed sealing hypotheses. To identify the dominating processes, the 
boundary layer has been subdivided in so-called prototypes which are based 
on the effects of stability in the boundary layer. With the sealing results we are 
able to describe the structure of each prototype of the atmospheric boundary 
layer in detail (see Fig. 11). Moreover, we find that the sealing results compare 
in general weIl with equivalent results obtained for engineering flow where it 
should be noted that in engineering flow influence of stability is usually not 
as important. However, the fact that the atmospheric and engineering data 
are consistent when properly scaled, implies that the sealing results based on 
engineering flow at low to moderate Reynolds numbers remain valid up to 
very large Reynolds numbers. 
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